
AUTHOR INSTRUCTIONS 

Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research 

General terms 

The proceedings are peer-reviewed professional publication, which presents 

scientific articles that cover and comprehend new facets of human existence at the 

beginning of the new century. 

The problematic, generalizing, and reviewing articles, which have not been 

published before are accepted for publication in Ukrainian, Russian or English. 

Sections of proceedings 

 Urgent problems of philosophical anthropology

 Social aspect of human existence

 Man in the technosphere

 Anthropological issues in the history of philosophy

 
Terms for manuscripts submission: 

 By March 10 each year;

 By September 10 each year

Article manuscripts should include: 

1. License agreement between the author(s) of the article and the proceedings editorial board. 

2. File with information about each author – name, surname, and patronymic; post, place of 

work; academic rank, scientific degree; contact information (telephone, e-mail address); 

ORCID code. Information about the authors is given in Ukrainian, Russian and English 

languages. 

3. File with the article 8-10 pages volume (font 12) – up to 45 000 characters with spaces. 

 

The article in English must include its Ukrainian or Russian translation in case 

the author is a citizen of the post-Soviet state. 

Article structure 

1. The UDC index - in the upper left corner of the page in the first line, left justification 

(TNR 12, bold text), the interval before - 0 pts, after - 12 pts. 

2. Author information: name, surname, and patronymic (initials), place of work, locality, 

country, e-mail and ORCID. The interval before the block is 0 pts, after - 12 pts. 

3. Title of the article with left justification (font - TNR 14, bold, interval after -12 pts). 

4. Abstract (one paragraph, 250-300 words) – full justification, structured (according to the 

logic of the material description in the article). It should contain the following elements: 

purpose, theoretical basis, originality, conclusions. The abstract should not repeat the 

text of the article itself, as well as its title, reference and abbreviation. Font TNR 10 pts. 

Interval after - 0 pts. The abstract should be in Ukrainian, Russian and English language 



5. Key words (6-10 separate words and/or several phrases) with full justification. Key 

words: are given in italics in the front of the list. Separating character is a semicolon, at 

the end of the list there is no point (the font TNR 10, the interval after - 12 pts).  

6. The text of the article should be structured and have the following elements: 

introduction, purpose, main material, originality, conclusions. The text of the 

manuscript is placed with full justification. 

7. References – transliterated list of literature (in Latin letters) in alphabetical order; APA 

style (headline - TNR 11 pts, capital letters). 

8. List of reference links (bibliographic description of the sources used in the article, in the 

original language), is drawn up in accordance with the standard "DSTU 7.1: 2006. System 

of standards for information, library services and publishing. Bibliographic record. 

Bibliographic description. General requirements and rules of drafting", from 01.07.2007. 

WARNING! The order of descriptions is presented according to the order presented 

in References (without numbering). Title - TNR 11 pts, capital letters; 

9. Block in Ukrainian (for Russian-language article) or in Russian (for Ukrainian-

language one) - the format meets the requirements for the article format: a full list of 

authors; information about authors; article title; abstract; key words. For non-Ukrainian 

authors translation of the article title, author information, abstract and key words into 

Ukrainian and Russian is not mandatory. 

10. Blocks in English and Latin - the format meets the requirements for the article format: a 

full list of authors; information about authors; article title; abstract; key words. 

11. Information about reviewer - The anonymous review is provided by the editorial staff.  

 More about the elements of the article: 

 Introduction: the relevance of the research, problem definition in general terms and its 

relevance to important scientific or practical tasks. Research originality substantiation 

using exploration of the problem based on the analysis of reference links with the 

obligatory consideration of recent publications in foreign philosophical literature (3-4 

years ago) with quotations and references in which was initiated or continued the problem 

solution emphasizing previously unresolved parts; 

 Purpose with the definition of the research task; 

 Main material: the theoretical basis and full substantiation of the obtained new scientific 
results; 

 Originality contains theoretical data, new approaches obtained during material 
comprehension and new solution to the problem, which is a significant step forward as 

compared to the previous studies; 

 Conclusions: brief summary of the study results and prospects for further exploration. 

Reference links in the text 

Reference links in the text should correspond to the APA style and should have the 

following form: (Khmil, 2015) or (Malivskyi & Neill, 2014; Poliuha, 2017), or (Slobodian & 

Yakovyna, 2016, р. 58) if it is a quotation. 

Example of reference links in the text of the article in Ukrainian:  

На переконання французького філософа Жан-Люка Марйона (Marion, 1999) "Декарт 



залишається одним із наших найближчих сучасників" (р. 352). 

Example of reference links in the text of the article in English: 

According to the French philosopher Jean-Luc Marion (1999, р. 352) "Descartes remains 

one of our closest contemporaries". 

Example of block quotation (double spacing): 

В історії філософії найбільш цікавим моментом є повне зникнення 

картезіанського першого поняття природи – природи не як даної в 

досвіді тотальності, а як теоретичної моделі; нарешті сам Декарт 

знаходить його непривабливим, скоріше всього тому, що воно не 

дозволяє осягнути цілісність філософії. (Verbeek, 2000, р. 162) 

 

Requirements for the References and List of Reference Links 

 volume – 7-15 sources (except review articles), issued in accordance with the APA standard in 

References and DSTU 7.1: 2006 in the List of Reference Links (see Appendix 1); 

 most sources should reflect the current state of scientific research and be no older than 3-4 
years; 

 not more than 20% of self-citations per author is allowed; 

 availability of at least 3 sources in Latin (articles from foreign journals with a high index 

of influence not older than 3-4 years and basic monographs)  

 all sources should have DOI, digital object identifier (excepting the retro publications) 

given in a space after the bibliographic description of the source. DOI publications can be 

found at http://www.crossref.org.; 

 according to the requirements of influential journals indexed by SCOPUS and Web of 
Science, REFERENCES should include a full list of authors for each reference source (as 

opposed to the domestic DSTU). 

 

According to the recommendations of the international citation databases, the article 

bibliography should have the core of sources influencing development of a particular 

branch of science (the core is a small part of the general list). 

 

Note that in the References, consisting of descriptions of original English-language and/or 

transliterated Latin sources, and the List of Reference Links (Cyrillic), the order and number of 

sources coincide and remain unchanged. 

 

WARNING! One can prepare a bibliographic description according to the APA style 

using online automatic linking website: Citation Machine 

(http://www.citationmachine.net/apa/cite-a-book); http://www.bibme.org/apa/book-citation/manual 

or other. 

The Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dated January 27, 2010 no. 55 

"On Structuring the Transliteration of the Ukrainian Alphabet by Latin" approves the official 

transliteration of the Ukrainian alphabet in Latin. It establishes the transliteration rules of 

names and surnames of Ukrainian citizens by Latin in foreign passports. On-line transliterator -

http://translit.kh.ua/?passport. 

http://www.crossref.org/
http://www.citationmachine.net/apa/cite-a-book
http://www.bibme.org/apa/book-citation/manual
http://www.bibme.org/apa/book-citation/manual
http://translit.kh.ua/?passport


For the Russian language: one should transliterate according to the requirements of the 

order of the Federal Migration Service of Russia as of February 3, 2010, no. 26. Online 

Transliterator: - Transliteration in Russian (http://ru.translit.net/?account=zagranpasport). 

If the domestic journal has a parallel English version, use the translated article name 

and the corresponding journal name.  

If the domestic journal is translated into English, use the English version of the journal 

name and article. Indicate the pages of the translated version of the journal. 

 

Example of formatting References according to the APA style: 

Arhimandrit Nikifor. (1991). Bibleyskaya entsiklopediya. Moscow: Terra. (in Russian). 

Bazaluk, O., & Blazhevych, T. (2016). The philosophy of war and peace. Philosophy & 

Cosmology, 17, 12-25. 

Gaukroger, S. (2016). Enlightenment Criticisms of Descartes’ Anthropology. In: D. Antoine- 

Mahut, & S. Gaukroger (eds), Descartes’ Treatise on Man and its Reception. Studies in 

History and Philosophy of Science, vol 43. (pp. 261-266). Springer, Cham. doi:10.1007/978- 

3-319-46989-8_16 

Khmil, V., & Korkh, O. (2017). The Concept of Self-Determination in the Philosophy of the 

Enlightenment. Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 11, 127-134. 

doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.15802/ampr.v0i11.105496 

Kolesnykova, T. (2017). “I Light my Candle from yours…”: Anthropological Aspects of Modern 

Library Services for Scientists. Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 

11, 49-62. doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.15802/ampr.v0i11.105478 

Malivskyi, A. M. (2016). The Demand for a New Concept of Anthropology in the  Early 

Modern Age: The Doctrine of Hume. Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical 

Research, 10, 121-130. doi:10.15802/ampr.v0i10.87391 

Stratton-Lake, P. (2016). Intuitionism in Ethics. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. Retrieved 

from https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2016/entries/intuitionism-ethics/. 

 
 

Payment for publication 

Taking into account transition of the proceedings from 2017 to full self-sufficiency, the 

cost of publication will be as follows: 

- manuscript up to 10 pages – 1200 UAH (font 12); 

- each additional page - 70 UAH. 

The payment for publication is made after reviewing (by an independent expert), a 

positive feedback from the editorial board and agreement of editorial board for publication 

(when receiving the requisites for payment). The publication payment covers the full cycle of 

manuscript processing and the layout of the articles. The publication payment does NOT 

include the cost of a printed copy and its shipment to the authors. 

 
Final provisions 

– it is not acceptable to submit materials that do not comply with the rules established by the 

publisher, with violation of any requirements to the publication parameters; 

– do not submit texts obtained using automatic translation programs; 

– do not submit unprepared, incomplete materials; 

– do not delay the materials provided by the publisher for correction.  

Zaitsev, M. O. (2007). Osobystisne buttia v smyslovomu poli yevropeiskoi kultury: Monohrafiia. 

Kyiv: Vyd-vo NPU im. M. P. Drahomanova. (in Ukranian) 

http://ru.translit.net/?account=zagranpasport
http://dx.doi.org/10.15802/ampr.v0i11.105496
http://dx.doi.org/10.15802/ampr.v0i11.105478
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2016/entries/intuitionism-ethics/

